City of East Lansing Fire Department
Two Week Incident Report
February 14-27, 2014
Total number of incidents responded to: 192
EMS/Rescue = 149

Fires = 4

False Calls = 20

Good Intent Calls = 12

Service Calls = 3
Hazardous conditions = 4
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fires Reported in FireRMS - page 1 of 2
February 15, 2014, 9:07 p.m. - Dispatched to a fire alarm on MAC. Upon arrival found multiple
people standing outside residence. No fire or smoke showing and resident stated no fire, just a
burned sandwich on the grill. Audible and visual strobes active upon making entry into residence
and the alarm panel showed 1st floor smoke activation. The building was ventilated and panel
reset. The alarm panel continued to go into alarm showing third floor smoke activation. After
multiple attempts to reset the EL Fire Inspector was contacted and he advised to disconnect
faulty head and leave alarm in trouble. Firefighters did this and then the residents were instructed
to not occupy room 311 until the fire inspector had made contact with them and the problem was
fixed.
February 21, 2014, 7:08 p.m. – East Lansing Fire Battalion 11 was called to assist Lansing Fire
with a fire on Washington but was then cancelled prior to arrival.
February 24, 2014, 10:47 a.m. – East Lansing Fire Engine 11 was called to assist Meridian
Township Fire Department for a possible structure fire on Teakwood. Upon their arrival they
were assigned to RIT (rapid intervention team).
February 25, 2014, 10:18 a.m. - Dispatched to a car fire on Spartan. Engine 11 responded
emergent with 3 on board. Upon arrival found a vehicle in close proximity to a house with heavy
smoke coming from the left wheel well. Established command and firefighters attempted to
release the hood and then utilize a halligan to open it with no success. Finally, an opening was
made in the hood and fire personnel used CAFS to extinguish until the K-12 saw was retrieved to
open the hood successfully. Firefighters found heavy fire in the engine compartment. Medic 12
was on the road and did a drive by and their crew was utilized in hood breaching and
extinguishing the fire. The battery cables were clipped and the fire was extinguished. Reported
this information to dispatch and then cleared Medic 12. Per the driver of the vehicle, a UPS man
came by and told him he had smoke coming out from under the hood. The driver of the vehicle
attempted to release the hood with no success and then tried using a portable fire extinguisher.
When he saw this was not helping he called 911. The East Lansing Fire Marshal responded to the
scene, took pictures and spoke with the individual. Command terminated and personnel returned
to quarters.

Training Reported in FireRMS page 2 of 2
February 18, 19 and 20, 2014, 1:30-3:00 p.m. – EMS - Airway Management and Ventilation. All
on duty fire personnel attended this training/lecture on respiratory issues, medicine
administration, identifying the "sick kid". Performed EZ IO on eggs to I.D the sensitivity and on
chicken bones flowing green food coloring to confirm in canal.
February 26, 2014, 7:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m. – First Responder Operations – 4 on duty personnel
went to a Region 1 exercise in Perry, Michigan with the Hazmat and USAR deployment,
simulating an IED explosion with a hazmat release and trench rescue operations. ELFD
personnel did hazmat first responder recon and then ongoing assignments.
February 26 and 27, 2014, p.m. – Donning/Wearing/Using SCBA. All on duty personnel had
their annual testing. Fire personnel showed their inspection competency as well as proper
donning of SCBA.
February 26 and 27, 2014, a.m. – Respirator Fit Test – All on duty personnel had their SCBA
mask fit tested at MSU EHS.
*Types of EMS Calls
Abdominal/side pain = 6
Ankle pain/injury = 2
Altered LOC = 6

Back/neck pain = 6
Blood in stool = 2
Citizen Assist = 3
Cold/cough = 2
Cardiac arrest = 2
Canceled en route = 1
Chest pain/DIB = 6
DOA = 1
Eye pain = 1
Falls = 14
ETOH = 24
Faint = 1

Feels crazy after smoking pot = 1

No complaint or medical issue = 2

Foot pain = 3
Hand pain = 1
Headache/pain = 6
Hip/leg pain = 3
Hypertensions = 1
Hypoglycemia = 2
Laceration = 1
Left side tingling = 1
Lift assist only = 1
Loss of consciousness = 1
Loss of vision = 1
Medical alarm = 1
Motor vehicle accidents = 8

Overdose = 2
Pain = 3
Palpitations = 1
Suicide attempts = 2
Ring removal = 1
Seizures = 5
Shaky = 1
Shoulder pain = 2
Syncope episode = 11
Tailbone pain = 1
Vomiting blood = 1
Weakness = 2
Unable to locate = 1

Nausea/vomiting = 8

Unstable blood pressure = 1

